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How To Use This Interactive Travel Guide:
The Table Of Contents: To effortlessly move from the TOC to the page you want to
view, simply click on the page number: 1
To move back to the TOC, click on the yellow
arrows:
at the bottom of each Page.
YouTube Links: These will take you to a
Google Maps Links: These provide a route
short highlights video, of the sightseeing from a designated location (e.g., a hotel) to a
attraction, in the section you’re looking at:
particular sightseeing attraction:

Information Links: These links take you
Other Links: These take you to ancillary
services such as recommended restaurants, to information sites, such as Wikipedia or
or car and motorbike rental agencies, in the Wiki-voyage, to provide more in-depth info
on a particular subject or location:
location you’re traveling to:

ANCILLARY SERVICES
Travel Links: This takes you to 12GO
Accommodation Links: This takes you to
ASIA, an excellent travel group which pro- the Agoda website to check accommodation
vides a range of options for getting around availability and make bookings:
the region:

It’s Time To Get
Off The Beaten Track
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THE BOLAVEN PLATEAU
About: THE BOLAVEN PLATEAU is an
elevated region in Southern Laos. Most of
the plateau is situated within Champasak
Province, with the Eastern border protruding into Sekong and Attapeu Provinces. The
plateau’s peak elevation ranges from 1,000
to 1,350 meters (3,280 to 4,430 ft) above
sea level. It is crossed by several rivers and
has many scenic waterfalls. The name Bolaven makes reference to the Laven ethnic
group which has historically dominated the
region. Click the link below for additional
information:

Adventure Destination: Over recent years
the Bolaven Plateau has become increasingly popular as an adventure destination for
the independent traveler. Those wanting to
get off the beaten track of mainstream
tourism can experience the beauty of the
diverse terrain of the plateau, with waterfalls and picturesque landscapes being the
primary sightseeing experience.

Waterfalls

Bolaven Loop Trip: There is two options
for the loop - the BIG or SMALL Loops and the time required is generally 3 – 5 days.
The tours are done in standard directions
and take in a number of scenic locations and
waterfalls. Click the link below for video
highlights of the Bolaven Loop Trip:

Picturesque Landscapes
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GETTING TO PAKSE - THE START & FINISH POINT
GETTING THERE: Coming from Thailand? There is a daily bus service from Ubon
Ratchathani Bus Station to Pakse, Laos. Due
to the fact the trip across the border, and
onto the Pakse bus terminal, takes 3.5 – 4
hours (this includes the time taken for exit
and entry clearances) the buses only depart
in the mornings at 0700, 0810 & 0930 am.
For travel from Bangkok to Ubon Ratchathani, click on the following link:
Flights to Pakse

For all travel options from Vientiane to
Pakse, click on the following link:
Already in Laos? A bus from Vientiane
to Pakse takes about 12 hours of travel
time. Alternatively, Pakse has an airport and
there are regular flights with Lao Airlines
from Vientiane:

LAO AIRLINES

Note: Lao Airlines also run direct
flights from Bangkok to Pakse.
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PAKSE TOWNSHIP - GENERAL INFORMATION
PAKSE TOWNSHIP: Is in Champasak
Province, Southern Laos and is the start and
finish point for the Bolaven Loop. The town
sits on the Eastern bank of the Mekong River and is the gateway to the most southern
areas of Laos, and Cambodia beyond. In years
past Pakse was a bit of a sleepy backwater
that most travelers bypassed on their way
north to Savanakhet or conversely, south to
the magical 4000 Islands.
More recently, Pakse has seen a surge in
popularity due to many travelers discovering
the adventure of one the Bolaven Loop;
one of the best short motorbike tours in
South East Asia. As mentioned, Pakse is the
start and finish point for the loop trip and as
such, there’s been a steady increase in the
number of travelers spending a few days in
the Southern Laotian town.
Accommodation: There’s plenty of accommodation choices to suit your budget range.
One of the most popular low cost options
is the Alisa Guesthouse, situated near the
center of town.

Click the following link for inquiries:

ALISA GUESTHOUSE
Mid-range option: For those looking
for something a bit more comfortable, the
Athena Hotel is a great mid-range option.
Click on the following link to make your
booking at the Athena:

Where to eat: The two most popular
restaurants are located in the town center
(on Hwy 13) and are situated on opposing
street corners. The Daolin and Sabaidee
Pakse sit directly opposite each other on
the corners of hwy 13 and No. 24 Road.
Click the following link for the location:

PAKSE RESTAURANTS

The Athena Hotel
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PAKSE TOWNSHIP - GENERAL INFORMATION
Renting a motorbike: There are several
tour agents in Pakse who have information,
itineraries, and motorbikes for rent for
those wanting to do the loop. The majority
of rental agencies have scooters in the 100 130 CC capacity with a selection of auto, and
semi-auto’s available. Prices vary from 50k
- 70k LAK per day, and cheaper rates can be
bargained for longer hires (i.e., one week).
An excellent choice for motorbike rentals in
Pakse is Lao Go Car & Motorbikes. They have
competitive rates and a helpful and informative management team. Click the link below
to contact Lao Go:

LAO GO CAR & MOTORBIKES
A weekly Rate: Lao Go will often give you
a better rate if you decide to take a motor
scooter for a weeks rental. They will also
provide you with a helmet, a lock and a good
map of the loop trip, which highlights all the
best sightseeing locations and recommendations for accommodation. They will also allow
you to leave your bags/packs at the office

Motorbike Rentals

while you’re off doing the loop. Most loopers
are content to just take a small back pack
with essential items while leaving the bulk of
there gear at the office.
Note: For safety’s sake, it’s highly recommended that you use the lock to secure
the bike when you stop at the various locations on the loop.
Sundowners: Finally, before you depart,
enjoy a cold Beer Lao down at the riverside
at sunset.

A Sundowner on the Mekong
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DOING DAY TOURS FROM PAKSE
Day trips: For those who don’t feel like
committing to the multi-day demands of the
loop trip, there are other excellent sightseeing attractions in and round Pakse which
can be completed as day trips. These include
the the Khmer Historical site of Wat Phou
- approximately 49 km South East of Pakse
- and the waterfalls at the Tad Fane Area.
For directions to Wat Phou, click the link
below:
Tad Fane Falls

Wat Phu: This is one of the oldest Khmer
historical sites in the region, dating to a
time before Angkor Wat was built. The architecture is similar to Khmer sites in Cambodia, albeit on a much smaller scale. However, one unusual feature which indicates a
difference to the more well known sites in
Siem Reap is the stone carving of a crocodile which, according to Wikipedia, may have
been used for human sacrifice:

Tad Fane: At around 125 meters, the
twin falls of Tad Fane is one of the highest
waterfalls in Laos. This site is normally visited on the last day of the Loop trip but being
just 40 km from Pakse, can also be completed easily as a day trip. Hire a motorbike and
make the one hour ride up hwy 16. Click the
link below for directions from Pakse:

WIKIPEDIA

Wat Phou Historical Site
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DOING THE LOOP TOUR - GENERAL INFORMATION
DOING THE LOOP: As mentioned, there
are two options for doing the Bolaven Loop;
the small loop and the big loop. Which one
you choose will simply come down to how
much time you have. Generally, the time
needed to do either of the loops is as follows: SMALL LOOP = 3 days/2 nights; BIG
LOOP = 5 days/4 nights. Regardless of
which loop you choose, the first day of travel is the same for both. An overnight stop is
made in Tad Lo Village before continuing on
with either the BIG or SMALL LOOPS. Click
on the following link for directions to Tad
Lo Village:

Note: The majority of Looper’s will normally have just one night in Tad Lo before
moving on. If you’re on a tight schedule, this
is understandable. However, if you’ve got
time a better option is to have two nights in
Tad Lo, which will allow you a more unhurried
sightseeing schedule. A suggested two day
schedule at Tad Lo is as follows:

Day one:
• Wat Pha Temple (on the ride up from
Pakse)
• Elephant bathing (on the grounds of
Tad Lo Lodge)
Day two:
• Tad Soung hiking trail (a 12 km round
trip hike to the base of Tad Soung
Falls)
• Tad Lo Waterfall (approximately 600
meters upstream from Tad Lo Lodge)
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PAKSE TO TAD LO
PAKSE - TAD LO: The ride from Pakse
takes you around the northern side of the
Bolaven Plateau, where impressive landscapes and coffee plantations abound.
There’s a couple of smaller waterfalls on
the way which are worth checking out however, if you’re on a tight schedule, I’d suggest foregoing them and heading straight to
the Wat Pa Forested Temple site. This is
located approximately 10 km west of Tad Lo
and is well worth 30 minutes to an hour of
your time. Coming from Pakse the turn off is
on the right, at a large sign called the Green
Zone. Follow the dirt road into the temple
grounds and park near the large golden Buddha. Spend some time admiring the forest
giants, some are reputedly 1000 years old.
Click the link below for directions:

ber of inexpensive guesthouses and homestays, in a rustic setting.
A popular choice: Is the Palamei Guesthouse. Possibly because room rates are very
reasonable, and it has western food to a
good standard. Prices for a fan room range
between 50k – 70k Laotian Kip (US 6 - 8) per
night. For booking inquiries, click on the
following Link:

PALAMEI GUESTHOUSE
If you need air-conditioning, the only
option is the Tad Lo Lodge. At US 40 per
night, this is the most expensive accommodation in Tad Lo. However, the upside is it’s
located right next to the river and in very
picturesque setting. To make a booking at
Tad Lo Lodge, click the following link:

Accommodation: The village accommodation area is 1 km off hwy 20. Coming from
Pakse the turn off is on the right, immediately past the bridge. The village has a num-

Wat Pa Forest Temple
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AROUND THE TAD LO AREA
Elephant Bathing: This is a popular attraction which occurs daily at 5 pm, at the
river on the grounds of Tad Lo Lodge.
Once you check into your Guesthouse in
Tad Lo Village, the location of the elephant
bathing is only a short distance away. From
Tad Lo village take the road up the hill and
the lodge entrance is a couple of hundred
meters further up, on the right. For directions, click the link below:

Parking: Turn in and follow the road down
to the parking area. Park and lock your motorbike and then cross the small bridge and
follow the trail out to the large, flat rock
which protrudes into the river. This is where
travelers can hang out, swim, and get an up
close view of the lodge elephants getting
their daily bath. Note: If you leave early
enough from Pakse you’ll have time to see
Wat Pa on the way, check into a guesthouse
in Tad Lo, and then see the elephant bathing
later in the afternoon of your first day.

Tad Lo Lodge

Elephant Bathing
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AROUND THE TAD LO AREA
The Tad Soung hiking trail: Is a 12 km
trek which starts at the Government Tourism Office. The trail runs up the western
side of the river to the base of Tad Soung
falls, before returning along the eastern
side of the river and back to Tad Lo Village.
Points Of Interest: One of the benefits
of doing the Tad Soung Hiking Trail is you’ll
get to see all the waterfalls and points of
interest along the river. However, in the upper half of the trail (beyond Tad Lo Falls)
there’s a high probability of getting lost in a
labyrinth of rice fields. If you’re not a good
navigator, hiring a tour guide from the government tour office is strongly recommended. Note: If you’re staying at the Palamei
Guesthouse, the staff can arrange a guide
for you.
Tad Hang Falls: The first section of the
trail is easy to negotiate as it traverses a
number of boarded walkways and clearly
marked trails. It begins by crossing to the
western side of the river, then a series of
boarded walkways takes you around the very
picturesque Tad Hang Falls. There’s some

Boarded Walkways

great viewpoints along the way and a series
of stairways takes you down to the rivers
edge. If you’re not in a hurry, this is a great
spot for a swim. Click the link below for
directions to Tad Hang Falls:

Note: From the Palamei GH, walk straight towards the river (down the road which passes the
tourist office) and then across a wooden bridge.
On the other side, the trail starts next to the
first resort on the left.

Tad Hang Falls
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AROUND THE TAD LO AREA
Tad Lo Falls: From Tad Hang Falls the
trail continues to hug the river and then
veers away to a sealed road. Go left at the
road and follow it to the Sayse Resort. From
here the dirt track resumes alongside the
river until eventually arriving at the bottom
of Tad Lo Falls. During the dry season, when
the water levels are lower, a boarded walkway will take you down to the river’s edge
where there’s a large swimming lagoon at
the bottom of Tad Lo Falls. Note: Getting to
this location without a guide isn’t a problem.
However, the boarded walkway and cement
steps end at the bottom of Tad Lo Falls.
Khiangtanglae Village: Beyond the top
of Tad Lo Falls a dirt trail continues alongside the river to Khiangtanglae Village. The
village is a typical Lao rural farming scene
with rough-hewn timber houses on stilts,
and livestock (pigs, chickens, goats) foraging around the base. The people are friendly
and will point you in the right direction if
you’re doing the trail without a guide.
Note: Beyond this village the trails are
unmarked and there’s nothing to indicate

Khiangtanglae
Village

you’re heading the right way. The trail meanders through a labyrinth of rice fields and
taking the wrong turn is quite easy to do if
you aren’t a competent navigator. During the
wet season, when this rice is growing, the
trail will be more obvious. However, in the
dry season the land is parched and barren,
and the trail is barely recognizable. Once
again, to avoid the risk of going the wrong
way, hire a guide from the Government
Tourism office.

At The Base Of Tad Lo Falls
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AROUND THE TAD LO AREA
Tad Soung Falls: Approximately 2 km
beyond Khiangtanglae Village the top of Tad
Soung Falls will come into view and shortly after, you’ll arrive at Tad Soung Village.
There’s a small shop there which sells cold
drinks and the guide will normally give the
group a 30 minute break before pushing
on to the base of the falls. Unfortunately
those expecting to see a roaring avalanche
of water will be rather disappointed. What
was once one of the biggest waterfalls in
the region, is no longer. After they built the
dam further upstream, the taps were well
and truly turned off.
Back to Tad Lo: After a few minutes
spent climbing up the levels at Tad Soung
Falls, the guide will then lead on with the
hike down the eastern side of the river. On
the way back the trail will go right by the
Tad Lo Falls, and you’ll have the opportunity
to go for a refreshing swim. The full round
trip, including stops, will take about 6 hours.
The view from the top: Alternatively, if
you don’t have the time for the hike, you can
ride your motorbike all the way to the top of

Tad Soung Falls

the falls. To get there, ride up to Tad Soung
Village then continue until you come to an
T-Junction. Turn left and follow the signs
to the parking area, at the top of the falls.
Park your bike and take the stairs down to
the top of Tad Soung Falls for a great view
over the surrounding landscape. Click the
link below for directions:

The View From The Top
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CONTINUING THE SMALL LOOP
THE SMALL LOOP: Continuing on with
the loop trip you’ll head around the Northern side of the Bolaven Plateau, eventually
arriving at the provincial town of Thatheng.
At the T-Junction go straight for the small
loop and Paksong, or turn left for the big
loop and Tayicsua. To get to Paksong, click
on the following link:

Captain Hook’s: Approximately half-way
between Tad Lo and Thatheng there’s an
interesting coffee plantation worth checking out. Captain Hook’s is a rustic home-stay
which has become a popular stopover for
travellers wanting to learn more about the
coffee growing culture of the Bolaven. To
get there, click on the following link:

Paksong is the highest point of the Bolaven
Plateau (1350 meters above sea level) and
as such is also the coldest. There will be a
noticeable temperature change as you ride
up from Thatheng.
Coffee Culture: On the ride from Thatheng to Paksong you’ll notice a significant
number of coffee plantations, on either side
of the road. Many of them also offer accommodation with the pick of the bunch being
The Sinouk Resort. At US 60 per night it’s
probably a bit too expensive for most travellers on the loop trip but for those without
budgetary constraints, the Sinouk offers
excellent three star chalets and the chance
for an in-depth look at the coffee cultivating
industry. Click the link below, to arrange
accommodation at the Sinouk Resort:

Paksong: The distance from Tad Lo to
Paksong is approximately 65 km and the
travel time is 1 - 2 hours. Keep in mind that

Coffee Plantations
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DOING THE BIG LOOP

THE BIG LOOP: As mentioned previously
the initial direction for doing the big loop,
when you depart from Tad Lo, is the same as
doing the small loop. When you get to Thatheng make a left turn at the T-Junction and
head to Sekong, on Hwy 11. Your eventual
destination is the amazing waterfall area of
Tayicsua, but on the way there’s still plenty
to see.
PS Garden: If you commit to doing the
big loop the distance from Tad Lo Village to
Tayicsua is 128 km. To complete it in one
day, an early start from Tad Lo is recommended. En-route you can stop at PS Garden
Restaurant (92 km from Tad Lo) for lunch
and a swim, before pushing on to Tayicsua.
Click the link below for directions:

flat going but then rises dramatically, and
weaves through a spectacularly rugged landscape, en-route to Tayicsua.
Tad Katamtok: Approximately 16 km
from Ban Beng Pho Kham T-Junction is a
waterfall which has gained a degree of notoriety over the years. Tad Katamtok (aka
Xekatam) is one of Laos’ highest waterfalls
and provides quite spectacular viewing. However, some Pakse motorbike rental companies advise everyone doing the big loop not
to stop here. It’s considered a “dangerous
place,” due to a history of motorbikes being stolen. To be honest I think this is an
over-reaction and does the site no favours
at all. I’ve stopped there on a number of
occasions, and didn’t at any time feel I was
in danger. Safety: Stop for a few minutes,
stay close to your motorbike, and get some
great shots from the view point. For direcThe Mountain Road: From PS Garden tions from PS Garden to Tad Katamtok,
continue south on Hwy 11 until you reach the click the link below:
Ban Beng Phou Kham T-Junction (approximately 7 km south of PS Garden). For the
first few km the mountain road is relatively

Tad Katamtok
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GETTING TO THE TAYICSUA WATERFALL AREA
Getting to Tayicsua: Tad Katamtok is
an important marker in finding your way to
the Tayicsua Homestay. Approximately 5
km further on from the waterfall there’s a
dirt road on the left which you must take.
There’s a sign post (which indicates it is
the correct turn off) which says “Tayicsua
Guesthouse 5.3 Km.” Take this and ride for
approximately another 4 km until you reach
the turn-off down to the homestay. Click
the link below for directions form Tad
Katamtok to Tayicsua:

lush rain forest and as you sit there quietly
enjoying a coffee the sound of the rapids,
just a few meters below, is ever present.
Accommodation: Coming from Tad Lo,
you’ll probably get there by mid or late afternoon. Once you arrive at the homestay,
park your bike near the dormitory. The fee
for parking on a single day visitation is
15k LAK. The homestay complex is quite
large and accommodation choices are many
and varied. The dormitory has beds for 50k
LAK per night. There is also twin/double
rooms for 100k LAK per night and if you’re
in a group, there’s a house for 150k LAK per
night. Click on the link below to contact
the Tayicsua Home Stay:

Tayicsua: Is probably the highlight of the
big loop, for a waterfall sightseeing experience. There is a number of impressive waTAYICSUA HOMESTAY
terfalls in close proximity to the homestay,
and all can be accessed from the dedicated Click the link below to see a highlights
hiking trail the staff have put in place. The reel of the waterfalls at Tayicsua:
homestay complex is in a beautiful, natural
setting with waterfalls and jungle clad peaks
surrounding. The restaurant protrudes over

JaiRou Kiet Oak Falls
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DOING THE TAYICSUA WATERFALL TRAIL
Waterfall Trail: The Tayicsua waterfall
trail is unrivaled in terms of a jungle hiking
and sightseeing experience. I think it even
surpasses the waterfalls around the Tad
Fane area. There are seven falls in total to
visit; six in the vicinity of the guesthouse
and one (the best for swimming), approximately 1 km back down the road.
The Main Hiking Trail: This starts just
to the right of the restaurant and to explore
thoroughly, will take 5 - 6 hours. The main
trail runs along a ridge-line and you need
to drop down individual branching trails to
visit each waterfall. To ensure hikers don’t
get lost, there’s directional signage at each
junction showing the names of the falls, and
the route to take.
JaiRou Halang Falls: This is the first waterfall on the trail and arguably the most
impressive. Try to time it so you get there
at around 9.30 to see the rainbow formed by
the water mist. Note: It will take around 30
minutes to get there from the restaurant.
The trail down to the waterfall branches off
the main ridge-line trail.

Directions

Wet & Muddy: In peak flow times (June
-October) the ground area around the base
of the falls is wet and muddy (from the volume of spray coming off the falls). To ensure
sightseers don’t get too soaked, there’s a
viewing platform approximately 100 meters
to the front of the falls. Note: Towards the
base of the falls there’s a warning sign for
the presence of snakes. This is something
to keep in mind if you decide to go down to
the edge of the river.

JaiRou Halang Falls
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DOING THE TAYICSUA WATERFALL TRAIL
JaiRou Thalaley: The next location of
note on the trail is a picturesque spot on the
river. It’s a great place to cool off - having a swim in one of the small pools - above
the small waterfall which spans the river.
Once again, access to this location is down
a steep branching trail from the main trail.
The staff have cut steps into the hillside to
make access a bit safer.
JaiRou Mandruen: This is the next waterfall on the trail from JaiRou Thalaley
(the riverside location). The trail takes you
to the top of the falls - and onto a large rock
protruding out over the river - giving a nice
view of the drop zone. However, care should
be taken when moving towards the edge of
the precipice as the rock’s surface is wet
and slippery. To get to the bottom of falls
you need to go back down the trail and work
your way through the undergrowth. Note:
there’s no actual trail, it’s a DIY exercise.
JaiRou Kiet Oak: Is to the right hand
side of the property (not part of the main
waterfall Trail) and can be seen from the
large viewing platform near the home stay.

JaiRou Thalaley

Steep Descent: However, care should be
taken when climbing down to the foot of the
falls. There is a dirt stairway at the right
hand side of the viewing platform which is
steep in many places. Approximately half
way down there’s a run of bamboo ladders on
the lower half of the descent. The final section is basically a scramble down a dirt slope,
so climb down backwards and move slowly to
avoid slipping.

JaiRou Mandreun Falls
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CONTINUING THE BIG LOOP - HEADING TO PAKSONG
Conclusion: To complete the waterfall
trail without feeling rushed will definitely
take a few hours. This is probably why the
billboard at the guesthouse suggests it may
take more than a day to visit them all. By
staying at the guesthouse for two nights you
can start the hike in the morning of day two,
at around 9 am, and finish by mid-afternoon.
After taking a late lunch, you can end the day
with a swim at JaiRou Yere (approximately
1 km back along the road from the guesthouse). Obviously staying for two nights at
Tayicsua may put a squeeze on some people’s
schedules but if you have the time, it is well
worth it.
Getting to Paksong: The ride through
Paksong is on the last leg of the Big Loop
and is a fairly straight run to the waterfall
area of Tad Fane. When you leave the Tayicsua Guesthouse, retrace your route back
to the sealed road and turn LEFT to Paksong (follow the directional signage). The
distance from Tayicsua Guesthouse to Paksong is 46 km.

Heading to Paksong

Tad Koo: The alternate route to Paksong (12 km of dirt road) takes you past a
location with two waterfalls and a freshwater swimming pool, called Tad Koo Falls. It’s
just a short distance off the dirt road and
is a very picturesque spot in the morning sun.
For directions, click on the link below:

Tad Koo Falls
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AROUND THE PAKSONG AREA
Paksong: This is obviously the convergence point of both loop trips i.e. if you’re
coming up from Tad Lo or across from Tayicsua. If you have the time and you’re feeling
adventurous it’s worth spending a day or two
in Paksong to check out some remote viewpoints and jungle trails. Click on the link below for directions from Tad Koo to Paksong:

Thai Food: One of the best places to eat
in Paksong, in terms of food quality and value, is the Thai Restaurant at the PTT gasoline station.
Mr Koffee: Most Looper’s will generally
stop in Paksong for a coffee break before
pushing on to the Tad Fane Area. If the
weather’s cold head to Won’s for the best
espresso in town. The owner, Mr Koffee, is
wealth of information on the local area and
also runs Coffee Tours and Workshops.
Tiger Falls: At the Eastern side of Paksong, look for an old sign which says Nong
Luang. Its approximately 8 km to the village

Paksong Coffee

and from there an additional 4 km to the
top of the falls. A local company, called Tree
Top Adventures (which is based in Nong Luang), runs extended adventure trips, involving jungle trekking, zip-lining and camping
in tree top accommodation, in the area. To
contact Tree Top Adventures, click on the
following link:

At the top of Tiger Falls
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THE THREE SISTERS AREA
THE THREE SISTERS AREA: This area
takes its name from the three waterfalls
which are in close proximity (Tad Yuang,
Tad Champee, and Tad Fane Falls) to one
another, and located 10 – 12 km west of Paksong on hwy 16E. Tad Yuang is perhaps the
pick of the three waterfalls in this area.
Tad Yuang Falls: If you overnight in Paksong it’s only a short ride to Tad Yuang Falls
and the turn off is on the left, approximately 1 km past the km 40 km marker. For directions, click the link below:

Access: From the turn-off follow the
800 meter dirt track down to the parking
area and checkpoint, pay your 8000 Kip and
then walk a further 200 – 300 meters to the
head of the falls.
Ammenities: The area is well set up with
toilets, showers and a large open style
restaurant which looks out over a picturesque stream coursed landscape (at the
top of the falls). Beyond the restaurant a

wide stairway will take you to the lower level
viewing area. At the far right corner of this
lower level there’s a steep stairway leading
all the way down to the swimming hole at the
foot of the falls. Take care with the climb
down and make use of the handrails provided
at all times. Tad Yuang is a great spot for a
swim but the current, particularly at peak
flow times, can be quite severe. Additionally
the terrain surrounding the pool, being predominantly volcanic lava, is quite slippery.

Tad Yuang Falls
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THE THREE SISTERS AREA
Tad Fane: The turn off to Tad Fane is
at the Km 38 marker on hwy 16 (approx. 2
km beyond Tad Yuang), and the track to Tad
Champee is directly opposite. If you’re keen
for a swim then either Tad Champee or Tad
Yuang are your best choices as it’s not possible to hike down to the foot of Tad Fane
falls. Of the 3 falls, Tad Fane is the most
developed for tourism. For directions from
Paksong, click the link below:

Access: A dirt road (approx. 800 meters)
will take you directly to the secure parking
area. Pay 8000 Kip (approximately USD 1)
to the parking area attendant at the checkpoint and walk down to the restaurant and
viewing platform.
Zip-line: Additionally it has a seriously
good adventure activity; a zip-line circuit
which takes thrill seekers across the valley
(450 meter zip line), across the top of the
falls, and then back to the start area. The
current cost is USD 40 person and safety
gear and basic training are provided before

doing the run. The zip line operators are
green Discovery Laos:

Stay a night: If you arrive in the area
late in the day a good option is to have a
night at the Tad Fane Resort, time and budget allowing. Click on the link below for
booking inquiries at Tad Fane Resort:

Lao Coffee: In the morning you can enjoy an excellent Lao coffee, from the viewpoint cafeteria, while taking in the spectacular view across to the twin falls. When you
check out from the resort head across to
tad Champee falls for a swim and a bit of
sun bathing, before the crowds arrive.

Tad Fane Falls
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THE THREE SISTERS AREA
Tad Champee: Tad Fane is great as a
lunch spot while you get some impressive
shots but if you want to go for a swim you’ll
need to go across to Tad Champee. Click on
the following link for directions from Paksong to Tad Champee:

Access: The track down to Tad Champee
is on hwy 16 and directly opposite the track
down to Tad Fane. The 3 km road is actually
more of a pot holed dirt track so ride carefully. Park your bike at the small restaurant,
pay the 8000 Kip parking fee and walk down
to the falls.
Cold Water: Due to the thick stand of
trees surrounding Tad Champee there is a
shadow across the falls and swimming pool
until midday. If you’re not worried about the
water being a bit cold then get there at 10 –
11 am, for some uncrowded swim time.
The Cavern: A nice feature of Tad Champee and one worth spending a few minutes to
check out is the cavern, or overhang, behind
the curtain of water. Follow the trail around

The Cavern
the left side of the plunge pool.
Back to Pakse: By mid-afternoon you can
ride back to Pakse and stop in for an excellent coffee at the Bachieng Café (located
16 km before Pakse). The Bachieng café is a
great final stop for some reflection time on
your on the loop trip and also consideration
of your next adventure, the Thakhek Loop.
Click the link below for video highlights of
the Thakhek Loop Tour:

Tad Champee Falls
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SALAVAN PROVINCE - PHOUPHASOUK NATIONAL PARK
SALAVAN: Is situated 32 km north of
Tad Lo Village. Note: A trip here is a detour
from the standard Bolaven Loop circuit. The
primary reason for a side trip to Salavan is to
visit Phouphasouk National Park, a recently developed sightseeing attraction in the
area. The national park is situated approximately 29 km north of Salavan Township and
includes a number of interesting caves, waterfalls and hiking trails, set amongst a jungle covered, Karst terrain. Click on the link
below for directions from Tad Lo Village,
to Phouphasouk National Park.

Caving: If you want to see some caves, this
is the area to head to because the Bolaven
Plateau is largely a volcanic landscape and
has no caves of note. From Salavan Township go west on hwy 15, then turn right at
the first roundabout (the road to the Vietnam border), and go straight until you arrive
at Kamthong Village. At Kamthong Village

there is a large billboard on the right,
advertising the turn off to Phouphasouk
National Park. Take that then follow on a
dirt road (at the fork, go right) for 9 km
until reaching the National Park parking and
restaurant area. Click the link below for a
highlights video of Phouphasouk National
Park.

Phouphasouk (aka Kabae) Cave
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SALAVAN PROVINCE - PHOUPHASOUK NATIONAL PARK
Kabae Cave: The primary attraction at
Phouphasouk National Park is Phouphasouk
(aka Kabae) Cave, a 4 km tunnel which has
been developed for tourism. The site has a
dedicated parking area, with toilets, and a
cement stairway leading down to the cave
entrance. The cave has internal lighting for
the first 2 km, and a pathway for 4 km, from
the entrance.
Note: The turn off to Phouphasouk Cave
is 1 km before arriving at the main parking
area and HQ. Look out the signposting on
the left. There are other smaller caves in
the area but if you are tight on time just
go for Kabae (Phouphasouk) Cave as it’s the
most visually impressive.
Phra Luesee cave: If you have more time at
your disposal, after completing Kabae Cave,
then head around to the park HQ area and
visit Phra Luesee Cave. This is an interesting
small cave which had a resident hermit monk
for a number of years. The entrance to the
cave is approximately 300 meters from the
parking area and involves a hike up the cliff
face (follow the sign-posting). To the left

Phra Luesee Cave

side of the entrance, there’s an effigy of
the hermit monk. From the entrance there’s
short drop down a ladder to the cave floor,
after which the illuminated monks room can
be seen. The cave path then crosses an internal river and exits to a picturesque area
at the rear. The following video features
highlights of Phra Luesee Cave:

The Hermit Monks Room
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ATTAPEU PROVINCE - GETTING THERE
About: Attapeu Province (and Attapeu
Township) is a lesser visited area of Laos,
and lies along the southern edge of the Bolaven Plateau. It’s in a remote area in southern Laos (Attapeu Province) and is a detour
from the conventional big loop. Attapeu is
a picturesque provincial town situated on a
peninsular formed by a pronounced v-bend
in the Xe Khong River. The sheer wall of
the southern edge of the Bolaven escarpment provides an impressive backdrop to
the town. For directions from PS Garden
to Attapeu, click on the link below:

Getting to Attapeu: You’ll need to ride
around the eastern side of the Bolaven Plateau and south on hwy 11, via Sekong. This is
the standard route for the big loop but instead of turning right at the Ban Beng Phou
Kham T-Junction, you continue straight on
Hwy 11 to Attapeu Township. The road
is sealed all the way and a morning ride will
provide some beautifully scenic views of the
Bolaven Escarpment.

Along Hwy 11

Overnight Stop: There is actually not
much to do in Attapeu but it’s a recommended overnight stop before riding out to the
visually impressive Saepha and Saephonglai Falls. A centrally located accommodation option for one night is the THAN NGA
HOTEL. Click the link below for booking
inquiries:

THAN NGA HOTEL

The XeKhong River
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ATTAPEU PROVINCE - SAEPHA WATERFALL
Saepha Waterfall: If you arrive in Attapeu early in the afternoon, you may be
tempted to continue riding out to the waterfalls. This is not recommended as the ride
is over 60 km of seriously rough road (hwy
18) and will take at least two hours. Once
you arrive there it will be late afternoon and
unless you’ve got camping equipment for an
overnight stay, you’ll need to head back to
Attapeu. After a good night’s rest in Attapeu, you’ll be ready for the rough ride out
to the falls. If you’re using a scooter, keep
Directions
your speed to about 40 km to avoid crashing. The road (hwy 18) is covered with loose
The turn off: to the waterfalls is just
gravel and is almost like riding over ice. At
higher speeds, the risk of a crash is signifi- a few km beyond Sanamxai and takes you
cant. Click the link below for directions to through Hin Lat, an area devastated by the
dam bust in 2018. Billboard: Approximately
Saepha Waterfall:
6 km beyond Hin Lat, you’ll see a large billboard on the right, indicating the direction
to the falls. For video highlights of Saepha
Note: to ensure you have enough fuel for Falls, click the link below:
the return leg (or the ride up to Paksong) it’s
recommended you top up your fuel in Sanamxai (approximately 34 km from Attapeu).

Saepha Waterfall
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THE 4000 ISLANDS - GENERAL INFORMATION
THE 4000 ISANDS (Si Phan Don): Is a
magical travel destination (situated on the
Mekong River) on the border area of Laos
and Cambodia. It’s still an off the beaten track destination for those wanting the
feel of a trip back in time to a place which as
yet, is not developed for mainstream tourism. But the word is out, and increasing numbers are making their way to this idyllic spot
where you can laze away days along the Mekong enjoying splendid sunsets, and a cold
Beer Lao or three.
Getting there: The primary method of
travel to the 4000 Islands is by mini-bus.
The majority of travelers stop at the 4000
Islands when they are on their way out of
Laos. A mini-van ride from Pakse to Nakasong, is approximately 3 hours. From Nakasong Pier you’ll catch a river ferry across to
Don Det or Don Khone Islands (depending on
where you plan to stay).
Note: The bus fare (October 2020) from
Pakse to Nakasong = 60,000 LAK per person.
The bus fare also includes the ferry ride
across to Don Det.

Click the link below for directions from
Pakse to Nakasong:

Accommodation: The 3 islands where
travellers head to are Don Det, Don Khone,
and Don Khong. However, it’s generally considered that Don Det is livelier (more Guesthouses, Restaurants, and bars) and less expensive than Don Khone or Don Khong.
A popular choice: For accommodation on
Don Det is Mama Leurth’s Sunset Guesthouse, which is nicely positioned along the
edge of the Mekong River. The rooms are
spacious and the rate includes hot water
showers, and free WIFI (breakfast isn’t included) Click the link below for booking
inquiries at Mama Leurth’s Guesthouse:

Mekong Sunset From Don Det
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THE 4000 ISLANDS - GENERAL INFORMATION
Getting Around: The main modes of
transport on Don Det and Don Khone are the
bicycle and scooter. Most visitors to either
island normally get around on bicycles. Some
will occasionally hire a scooter if they’re on
a tight schedule, but generally distances
aren’t far and most of the roads are little
more than dirt tracks. As of October 2020
the rental rate for a bicycle = 10,000 LAK
per day. Note: There are no four wheeled
vehicles on either Island, as the roads are
too narrow.
Where to eat: There are plenty of
restaurant and dining options on both Don
Det and Don Khone. Most serve a mix of
western and Lao Food, and there are also a
number of Indian Restaurants dotted about
the landscape. Many restaurants are positioned right on the river so as well as an enjoyable meal, you’ll also get a great view of
the Mekong.
Similarly Priced: Most of the restaurants
are similarly priced so choosing where to eat
generally comes down to the quality of the
food, and service.

Ning’s Bar

A Popular Choice: For excellent western
and Lao food is Mama Tanon’s Restaurant.
Their food is amongst the best on the Island. Note: Mama Tanon’s is situated across
the lane from Ning’s Bar (a great location
for some late afternoon or early evening
drinks). Click the link below for the location of Mama Tanon’s restaurant:

Dining with a view
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THE 4000 ISLANDS - SIGHTEEING INFORMATION
Sightseeing on Don Det and Don Khone:
The major attractions, and the primary reason for travel to 4000 Islands, is the waterfalls which span the gaps between the
islands and the Lao, and Cambodian land
masses. The main sites are:
• Khone Phapheng (the biggest)
• Liphi/Somphamit (2nd biggest)
• Khone Pa Soy (3rd biggest)
Note: The two biggest waterfalls, Khone
Phapheng and Liphi/Somphamit have entry
fees for visitors. There is no entry fee for
Khone Pa Soy Falls.
As of November 2020:
• Khone Phapheng entry fee = 55,000
LAK per person
• Liphi/Somphamit entry fee = 35,000
LAK per person
Getting there: If you are staying on either Don Det or Don Khone it’s easy enough
to visit Liphi/Somphamit and Khone Pa Soy
Falls independently. Just hire a bicycle and
get a map from one of the many travel agents
in the area. Both the above-mentioned falls
are on Don Khone so if you’re staying on Don

Rice Harvest
Det you’ll need to cycle down to the southern
end of the Island and cross the old French
Railway Bridge onto Don Khone.
Note: If you’re coming from Don Det on
a bicycle be prepared to put in a good few
km to see both sets of falls on Don Khone.
Having said that, the trails around both islands go through beautiful natural settings
and if you’re there at the right time of year
(November) the yellow rice fields are quite
a colourful sight as you’re riding about.

Old French Railway Bridge
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THE 4000 ISLANDS - SIGHTSEEING INFORMATION
The French Locomotive: This is an interesting historical site, on the way to
Somphamit Falls, worth spending a few
minutes at to see the French effort in overcoming the falls as they negotiated their
way up the Mekong in the late 19th Century.
For directions, click the link below:

The locomotive is housed in a small, covered building. Around the inner walls are
large framed, information posters detailing the history of the French exploration
up the Mekong and their construction of a
railway line, from the southern end of Don
Khone to the north eastern tip of Don Det,
to enable them to transport deconstructed steamships past the falls. Apparently
the steamships were broken into sections,
hauled across both islands, and reassembled
at a jetty on the upper side of the falls.
Note: The remains of the old French
Jetty can be seen on the eastern side of
Don Det.

Khong Yai
Khong Yai Beach: Is approximately 2
km south of Liphi/Somphamit Falls. To get
there, click the link below:

Note: There’s a few boat operators based
here offering tours down the river for 120k
LAK. This is an alternative to doing the more
expensive kayak tour, if you want to see the
river dolphins.

The French Locomotive
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THE 4000 ISLANDS - WATERFALL SIGHTSEEING
Khone Pa Soy Falls: Are the least impressive of all three but the fact there’s no
entry fee, and it seems to get significantly
less visitors than the others, makes it an enjoyable sightseeing experience. In the dry
season, when water levels are much lower,
you’ll see huge wooden fish traps sitting high
and dry on the rocks. For directions from
Don Det, click the link below:
Suspension Bridge

Hazard: On the track to Khone Pa Soy
Falls there’s a hazard you need to be aware
of; a suspension bridge across a cataract
which branches off the main falls. The
bridge tends to swing as you walk across so
keep a firm grip at all times. The final 300
meters of track (which also includes the
suspension bridge crossing) to Khone Pa Soy
Falls is a walking trail only.
Note: Khone Pa Soy Falls is on the eastern side of Don Khone and Liphi/Somphamit
is on the west. There is plenty of signage
about to point you in the right direction.

Suspension Bridge

Khone Pa Soy Falls
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THE 4000 ISLANDS - WATERFALL SIGHTSEEING
Liphi/Somphamit Falls: As mentioned,
these falls are on the western side of Don
Khone and are quite easy to find. Once you
cross the historic bridge, turn right and
follow the well-marked trails. Click the link
below for directions:

Entry fee: Liphi/Somphamit falls has an
entry fee of 35,000 LAK and accordingly
the site is well set up for sightseers. At the
head of the falls there’s an elevated observation building which also includes a restaurant.
Zip-line rides: It’s also the place where
you can do a zip-line ride across the river.
Note: As of November 2020, a zip-line ride
= US 40 per person. The operators are well
trained and you’ll be given instruction and a
practice run on a small zip-line before doing
a full run.
Somphamit Falls: From the observation
point, follow the cliff line along the river to
get a better view of the falls further down-

Somphamit Falls

stream. The falls are quite extensive and
continue south from the observation point
for at least 1 km. The only negative aspect
of sightseeing at this site is there seems to
be zip-line wires all over the place. Click the
link below to see a short highlights video
of the waterfalls:

Liphi Falls
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THE 4000 ISLANDS - WATERFALL SIGHTSEEING
Khone Phapheng Falls: This fantastic
natural wonder and definitely should be on
every travelers bucket list. When in full
flow it has the greatest volume of water,
of any falls in the world, cascading down
its short drop. The best time of the year
to see the falls in full flow, without rain, is
late October. However, if you are staying on
the Islands (Don Det or Don Khone) you’ll
need to cross back to Nakasong and hire a
tuk-tuk (3 wheeled taxi) to take you down to
the falls. Reason: the observation area for
Khone Phapheng is on the mainland and not
the islands. For directions from Nakasong
to Khone Phapheng, click the link below:

Khone Phapheng

Note: Opening time for Khone Phapheng
falls is 8 AM. If you catch the 8 AM boat
across to Nakasong and then hire a tuk-tuk,
you’ll at the site by around 8.45 AM.
Travel from Don Det to Khone Phapheng
Kayak Tour: Alternatively, if you are
Falls:
staying on the islands you can do the kay• Ferry back to Nakasong = 10,000 LAK ak tour which includes visitation to Khone
• Round trip on a tuk-tuk from Nakasong Phapheng Falls. As of November 2020 the
to Khone Phapheng = 60,000 LAK.
price for the kayak tour = 200,000 LAK (per
• Khone Phapheng entry fee = 55,000 person).
LAK (per person).

Khone Phapheng Falls
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THE 4000 ISLANDS - WATERFALL SIGHTSEEING
The 4000 Islands Kayak Tour: If you decide to do the Kayak tour you’ll also get to see
Khone Pa Soy Falls and possibly the Irrawaddy Dolphins at a location called Anloung Cheutal
Dolphin. This area is on the lower side of the
falls and rapids and is where the Mekong is very
wide between Laos and Cambodia. In times past
it was a habitat for Irrawaddy Dolphins which
lived in the area.
Reduced Numbers: According to local information sources, the dolphin’s numbers are
greatly reduced due to increased boat traffic
and recent blasting coming from a nearby dam
construction. The word is most of the dolphins
have moved down the river to Kratie, Cambodia.
Which is generally considered to be a quieter
location. The kayak tours which run out of Don
Det advertise the dolphins as part of their sales
pitch but the fact is you’ll be very lucky if you
manage to see any. Sightings are not so common
these days.
The Kayak tour: Is a full days outing (approx.
8 hours) which involves a significant amount of
paddling – about 8 km – and as such requires a
reasonable level of physical fitness. The last
paddle section of the tour is the most difficult;
the crossing from Nakasong jetty to Don Det,
a distance of 1.5 km, and completely across the

current. On the first 3 paddle sections it is all
down current and although requiring less physical exertion, requires concentration to keep the
kayak pointing downstream. Failure to do so will
see the kayak broach and possibly capsize; particularly in the months immediately following the
end of the rainy season (November – December)
when the river is high and flow is stronger.
Breaks: There are breaks between each
paddle section which require walking and sightseeing (Khone Pa Soy Falls) on Don Khone, and
a lunch stop and swimming, on a deserted Cambodian Island (the same area where the dolphin
watching occurs). The paddle leg from the Cambodian Island to the boat ramp (approximately 3
km down river) where the group and kayaks are
picked up for transportation to Khone Phapheng
Falls, is the longest.
Natural Wonder: The fatigue of such a long
paddle is soon forgotten though when one gets
to Khone Phapheng Falls. This is a truly remarkable natural wonder when the river is in full
flow. Having done the tour I would say it is definitely one of the best things to do while at the
4000 Islands, even though one might feel it’s a
bit expensive at the time. The 4000 Islands is
a brilliant sightseeing experience and definitely
worth getting off the beaten track for.

Khone Phapheng Falls
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